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Deer Dick, 

Gotte wtite shorter letters for I've become weaker and tire easily. 
Tontetive dieenosie: exheuetien. 

Don(t believe you have confirmed receiot your negatives from Tom. I've 
eet to see him some day soon. Going to te too hot today. 

Your letter of 7/10 raises an important point and I do not no recall 
whether ?rIII incledes tenet precise point. I'll file that letter with the final 
copy end be certsin. I kno-7 I 70 into the point teat either the pnell didn't 
see and merely hypothesized as a possibility because there were no front pix 
but I do not recall whether I said if they saw in pix autopsy should :lave in 
flesh. I went into the peone cells in Wee teat way. 

For the moment I'm telling cm you sne Gary this, so do not tell anyone 
en the chance of surprise. I spent much of yesterdayday tryiri to reach Bud. he 
was not home until late. He phone end agreed to file immediate suit for me on 
memo transfer. e now have statement from Secret eervice that the Archives has 
a copy of the memo transfer pix, X-reys whereas teey lie and say what they have 
is private (eenneey) copy. Ile is ecmine up first free day on this en e other things. 

Your longer letter 7/10 with enclosures: I've subscribed to councillor 
in wife's nerve sprywill let younend Gery know 'hen it begin. 

The Councillor clip on King tap is valuable only because it we pub-
lished, or it is not news. Theltr follow could be. Black leaders helping Hoover 
blackmailing themselves. There is more than in this story. 

Nexplai1.1-Aisdiadspdxspezteeitiftalimbedir Thenke for memo. I'll add and got 
batimusx in time . Confused Galt erie neyd. There wee nee of tae "irenchy" picture 
before arrest but 4  recall none s,ch as you describe being used. 	Can recall only 
face, es .red sent tc me in April 88. i tAFOrt geve to FBI end AP, but it was cropped. 
NYTimes used May, also croeeed. 1.)o not recall Ramparts and SFExem use, June, but 
tniA also cropped. 

If above unclear, Gouncillor King piece is accurate, according to 
other ?BI leaks but it says lee than des been published. 

Trent has been aleoat totally silent since Murr gave him clip-inhe 
he die not share with others, as Murr expected. In moments of apparent crisis 
he phones. I. spoke to a friend of his :eunday and told him to ask Trent to give 
me Galt intertriew unless he expected to use himeelf....It is not Murr alone who 
turned off al oat all at same time. I conjecture Liftou, eirectly end indirectly. 
Litton is dangerous because he is willing to oerve other side consciously, becalms 
he is at best dengerouely sick, andbecauee he consciously sets out to do harm. It 
is for these reasons I went him to .aoxr9 nothine. Leak not yet isolated. liehed 
corrupted version of sometdine I pave John that I wanted 'John to eeve as surprise 
in c7eirt. Gary shrewdly surmises Dave could nave cturrupted himself to deceive 
and probe. But thee were only two people to whom I sent copies of tartletter 
to John. Newcomb, in ey boek, is e bed trip whatever explains. I've had too much 
experiences 



I do not think you or Gary could read my file and believs he is in any sense 
dependable, whatever the explanation. 

McRae: Think I sent you copy of letter I wrote c/o him. I'll let 
you knot if there is response. I'd like to hear free. hie. sometime IS: he 
is friend of yours. Okay on Eieberdirf. That is your materiel anyway. But 
my only ietereet in that woman is does she know anything. I caneot now tell you 
who, but i have several ilateresting connections with that side, recently 
developed. While both are untrustworthy, the untrustworthy ere the sources. 

I have no doubt about the doctorine of Willis 5. I wrote about this 
to tee degree I responsibly could in WW, which is whet turned Fred on. My doubts 
arc 0.1iZi. :lie proofs. The one that impressed se I later could figure out is nothing 
but illusion fvori lights, shadows. With that particular picture, whether or not 
it relletes ;() what you say, it is impoeten, to understand that it was out of 
focus. se was not reedy. de Lad aid camera set for close: shot. I ceeeot say 
what, if ees tni, 	t_ic did -r could nave _lone to background. Nor have I any 
dispute about presences: of train, for from other sources I was aware or and wrote 
about that, too (also AS). ly  loubta ere with cis ieterpratetiens, none ef xhich, 
as I recall, are velie or eeenieeful. 

Gary hos written you about remerkeble coincidence Van 7:euven who 
contacted me then :chickened. I wish it were possible for ee to just sit and 
chat with Keatins, for she might have soee slight clue th- significance of 
which is lost on her. If :cReiel is willing or able to spend any time on this, 
for whatever it is worth, 1  buy essence of Ray die story on bar mettings 
with Foul. There is possibility, being sheckee„ Raoul is real name real 

l'ouieiane eersen. My initial hun h is teet say etegnised reality, that d did 
hove such esetiage eita sesone but disguised person. 

Roffman; you are reght to try end keep him from Jones. "pe you 
succia, d. Lou are also right to try and steer him to Sylvia, and again £ hope 
you succeed. Try and persuade hie that °on8!' :nowledge of case is deficient 
and teat he confabulates. Sylvia is solid on whet she knows, which isemuch. 
But if he can Pave studied Z and believes all shots came from rear he is 
hopeless. If you inted to try ene help him, eat his to study eldredge hit. 
lea went is ir eTli tell tam that Aidredge phoned me when I was on KRLD radio 
middle lest -ovember to add that when he went beck to examine after Report be 
found gash had been filled with esbeetos-liSe materiel he could scrape out. I've 
asked. fiery to get -'icture for ee showine direction . Matt Barron toek one 

for 'e day before this broadceat but never gave me print. It is entirely 
inconsistent with belief ell shots csrna from rear. 

Matter of fact, I'd find fascinating fact pike from one Tiber area 
muen nsore tasty. It is is accord eeth certain of the experimentel work I did 
as a farrer. Felt I o'fle you cst the thesis done rapidly and well. 

Pork on COUP add proceeding, but slowly. Volume more than 45,000 words. 
I think Is is persuesive but I've reed Lone of it yet. I do take time to try and 
rest daily. J.B.Stoner told me yesterday, by phone as he was about to catch 
plane, that they file eepeal fee new tr el today. I geth-r he hee not done the 
legel work or this. I offered to help in whatever way possible. 

Best regards, 



10 July 1969 

Harold: 

Enclosed is an article from a recent issue of The Councilor 
dealing with MIK and the FBI. I send it because it ties in with 
your info that black leaders fear release of personal material. 
Obviously, I do not put unquestioning faith in what the Councilor 
says, but I think it worth watching, for as FBI admireres they may 
have a line to inside sources. I considered this article plausible, 
but unacceptable for lack of documentation. Perhaps that will 
follow. 

I have material that I got from Iifton last year, mostly regard- 
ing you and Thornley, and Schoener has been keeping me un, to date 
on recent developments. My correspondence with Iifton has been 
sparse and non-committal vis-a-vis you. I think it best to con-
tinue on "friendly"terms, for I do not enOoy his confidence to a 
degree that would make my defense of you effective, and it is 
possible that, believing me ignorant, he might tell me things that 
he would not tell others, or perhaps try to influence me. I strongly 
doubt that I even referred to you in my recent correspondence, so 
it is extremely unlikely that he got any of your material from me. 
I don't have a copy of my recent (two, I think) letters to him, 
but my memory indicates that I did not mention you. I cannot be 
absolutely sure, only because I do not have copies of my correspond-
ence before me-- but otherwise, I am sure. The only part a of 
COUP that I copied was the section on Bieberdorf, which I sent to 
Schoener with information on the suggestions that I had given to 
you about that affair. I loaned it overnight to a Toronto Star 
reporter, Earl itzlitmgcg McRae, but he did not read much of it and I 
am quite sure that he did not copy any of it-- "sure" on the basis 
of my confidence in LicRae, and on the short time that he had. it. 
I may also have outlined some parts of it in a letter to Eric Lincoln 
but since he later read the whole thing, that is of no matter. 
Other than what is mentioned above, the material has not gotten 
out of my hands. 

lay difficulty in dealing with Iifton and others who might 
be influenced by Iifton is that I do not have contact with many 
of the people involved. Where I do have contact, I do not always 
get confidence. My regationship with Gary Murr has somehow been 
sabotaged, deliberately or not, by people who hr,ve influenced him 
to believe that I am CLL. My contact with him, which could have 
been fruitful for both of us, was cut off suddenly and completely. 
It rankles me, for I was getting on well with kurr and we could have 
done rood work together. I believe that he is still in touch with 
Newcomb, but I am not sure who else-- perhaps Gough. Newcomb is 
not the source of Gary Murr's feelings; rather he was the recipient, 
a fadbr that caused Newcomb kx at first to treat me with coolness. 

1451-  correspondence with I:ewcomb deald mainly with the issues 
that concern him and me, not with individuals. I don't think I 
have mentioned, to him, either, any of the material in Coup. 

Newcomb ma7 be about to xknomaxx retract his material on the 
"last Train"; he came into some new evidence which he is now 
checking; apparently it badly shook 'his confidence in the train. 
This reversion of his is independent of some criticism that I sent 
him refuting the train-- something I thought conclusive (the lack of 
the train in the background of the pergola windows on the right 
side of Betzner). Our letters crossed in the mail. So if he is 
wrong, he will have proved himself wrong, and will make a nroper 
retraction. Also he is feeling like an ass. 



I think Newcomb is right, however, about the doctoring of 
Willis 5. I base this on a comparison between Willis 5 and the 
picture by J. Towner published in Life. Both pictures were taken 
from very nerly the same position. The lowest row of peitola 
windows in Willis is the same color as the other rows, but in 
Towner the color of the lowest row is different from the other 
rows-- i.e., Towner shows the background, but Willis does not. 
I cannot imagine what was removed (well, I can imagine, but it 
would be pure guesswork), but unless I see good refutation I 
shall persist in believing that one of those pictures-- Probably 
Willis-- was doctored. 

I have looked through some books for printed references to 
barrel vibrations, but have found only passing references. I'll 
check magazine articles-- I have a couple hundred. 21.1so I'll write 
to the NRA and learn if they ever did a piece on it. There is 
nothing in The Amer. Rifleman for the past few years, but idZA 
may have done something before that, and I know where I can get 
back copies. 

I do not understand this in your letter: " You were going 
to send me a brief memo of your interview with Sneyd." Good grief, 
I only wish that I had had such an interviews I suspect that 
you mean (the real) Eric Galt. An outline in enclosed. Briefly, 
Galt verified everything that Sprague told me, and added very little. 
I believe I already sent you information on the story that I got 
from Sprague. 

If McRae can give me a lead for tracing Claire Keating and 
Blanch van Lueven, two women in Canada who knew Ray, I'LL try to 
track down their information. 

Sprague told me that Huie said he had interviewed three People 
who saw Ray and Raoul together. I wrote to Sprague to learn whether 
the icxxx three were Canadian and whether he knew their names and 
could put me on to them. So far I have gotten no answer. I think 
Sprague has been turned off me, too-- partly (perhaps much) my 
own fault for treating him with suspicion and offensively after 
the Farewell -,Jaerica trap. 	Whatever his faults, he is a valuable 
contact for me, and I hate to lose him. 

I am still in good touch with young Howard Roffman of 
Philadelphia, the boy who I mentioned said you made mountains out 
of molehills. I misunderstood his criticism of you. Apparently 
he was bothered by the polemic and attention to minutiae. He is 
a rood boy, though, and well worth "cultivating". 	I give him all 
the help I can (the effect of which I think has been to confuse 
him over things about which he previously frit certain-- a good 
effect, I think, in this situation where ranch of the evidence 
is corrupt rid not nmanable to positive deductions). 

He might be able to give us great help in photography. He 
has all the necessary equipment and does his own work-- all of it 
excellent. If we could tap his resources we could serve both him 
(because he wants pictures) and us (because we want to cut expenses). 
Molesworth is great, bat if we can get good stuff for much less 
expense, I think we should jump at it. 



Roffman sent me a picture that he had the archive make for 
ham. It shows the bases of 0E9 399, 572 (Frazier's test bullets), 
and 853 (the bullet that passed through a goat). 399 and 853 are 
both flattened along the sides, but the ones in 579, are round. 
.:according to Roffman 853 weighs 158.8 grains and lost no lead 
in fragments (this seems evident even from the picture of its 
base). The base of 399 =KM is slightly more mashed than the 
others and shows a spot might have lost a fragment, although I 
don't see how a fragment can have pone from that spot. 

The picture is listed as Record Group vo. 220; mxxikkR that is 
what is stamped on the back by the archives. 

Roffman is writing a book. The format, I think, will be 
something like Thompson's, with test and pictures. The subject 
matter is like Thompson's too, only material related to the events 
on the 'laza. Xxxims tie has asked me to read and criticise when 
it is ready, 'rid I will. He also wants me to line up others to 
do the same. I suggested you, Sylvia 1:ea#her, and nary Schoener. 
I told him to take his pick and I would try ti line up whom he 
wants. I surrested nylvia as firsh choice, because she is less 
busy than you. 

He had spoken with Jones Harris some time ago, and Harris 
told. Roffman to let him take a look at it when he was firshed and 
ready to show it. He asked me for Harris' address, but I do not 
have it. If you have it, please sent it to me, so that I can 
send it to Roffman. I told Roffman that Harris is not his best 
bet for the 'rind of material that he is handling, but he may want 
to show it to Harris in any case. 

Roffman knows the material well, but he treats it poorly. 
I would subscribe to very little of what he says, and would hate 
to have my name associated with it, but I think he is honest and 
earnest, and want to do what I can. 

The worst of that he is doing is having all the shots come 
from behind JFK-- even the one that cast him backward. His main 
problem is that he has not previously shared his work and has been 
working in a vacuum, free of criticism. 

I must stop now. 

My thesis is going dreadfully, but I think I will finishe it 
this summer. The worst of it is that even if it is good it will 
be worthless-- of use to no one and dealing with the most inconse-
quential of topics. In short, I hate it. You may remember a 
nshychological study in twitch Group 1 was naid high wages to continu-
ally move a pile of brick between two spots while Group " was !paid 
low wages to build a brick wall in a useful nlace. Group 1 crapped 
out fast and quit; Group 2 built a wall. Well, this summer I am 
Mr. Group 1, moving that old pile of bricks back and forth for all 
the filthy lucre it can get me. My latest discovery is that the 
pike that xxxxxxxxkt were cought between the two bridges on the 
Tibur Rivervtre much tastier than the pike cought elsewhere on the 
Tibur. Doesn't that make you want to bait up your hook and fly 
off to Rome? And hell, when you are dealing with antiquities, 
you don't even get to taste the fish-- just read about how rood they 
taste. 



I have been tasting bass, though, from the lakes around 
here. Yum, yum; very good. I get out toward evening once or 
twice a week for a couple of hours at a time and empty all the 
rood spots. last Sunday I got seven, four of which were over 
three pounds each, and deeeeeeeliillilshuuuuuussss. 

The pike -re rood, too, but not nearly as good as the pike 
between the two bridges on the Tibur. 

It's fishing that helps me keep my sanity in the face of 
Tibur pike and (dig this for pedantry) 2ortunianuses who are 
really Iostumianuses. I bet you don't even le-now what 	Postumi- 
anus is, or even whether a rostumianus is a "what" or a "who". 
Lucky you. 

Bernabei 


